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Welcome
You Roc! Congratulations to all the finalists and winners of this 
year’s AMA | Rochester Pinnacle Awards. Whether you win or 
not, we’re excited to recognize and celebrate the success of so 
many talented marketers in Rochester and beyond.

Let's Get Social 

@amarochester 
#resultsroc

Event Sponsors

About the Emcee 

About Comedy at the Carlson

The Finalists 

AMA | Rochester Board of Directors
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Thank you SPONSORS

Cooley Group is a leader in customized promotional, print and fulfillment solutions. Cooley 
Group brings clients’ brands to life with programs that enable them to grow their business.

Founded in 1967, Flynn, a full-service marketing agency, combines data and daring to 
make audiences take action. The agency works with a mix of national and regional clients, 
including Pfizer, Quest Diagnostics, DICK’S Sporting Goods, Rochester Colonial, and 
Canandaigua National Bank and Trust.

ImageNow is a print company that began by manufacturing business forms and checks.  
Now, 50 years later, ImageNow’s print facility offers a full range of products and services 
with you and your brand in mind. 

ITX helps mid- to large-sized companies solve complex business challenges through 
product development, delivering software that builds trust, loyalty, and advocacy. Founded 
nearly 25 years ago, ITX has expanded beyond its roots in Rochester, NY into a team of 
talented product professionals and technologists throughout the Americas and beyond.

Lifestyle and commercial photography and video content. 

|  Visit cooleybrand.com

|  Visit imagenowbymahar.com

|  Visit itx.com

|  Visit kurtbrownell.com

|  Visit helloflynn.com
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The EMCEE

During the past 25 years, David has started seven businesses from scratch and 
now uses those experiences to help others with their entrepreneurial dreams. 

He’s a three-time Inc. Magazine 5000 Growth Company winner, a two-time 
TEDx speaker, an adjunct professor at the University of Rochester, and an 
author. His most recent book “Crash and Learn: Lessons in Business” quickly 
rose to the top of the Amazon best seller lists. 

David hosts “The Gonzo Experience” podcast and his comedic performances 
focus on “Putting the Funny Back in Business.”

David Mammano
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Venue History
After getting started in Chicago, the Stromberg-Carlson company was  
purchased in 1904 by Home Telephone Company and operations were moved 
to Rochester, New York. During this time period, the Shure Brothers began 
manufacturing microphones for Stromberg-Carlson.

The initial fatboy microphone models for Stromberg-Carlson were the MC-31 
and the MC-32. These were both manufactured by Shure and modeled after 
their model 55A and 55B. The MC-31 was geared towards singers while the 
MC-32 was geared more for the studio, broadcasters and engineers.

After these two beasts were released the Stromberg-Carlson MC-41 was 
released. The MC-41 was smaller and lost that Fatboy look, but retained the 
same overall style.  This is the microphone style that Elvis sang with and is 
known as the Elvis Microphone.
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fInalists
Annual Report, Specialty Print
Inspiring Impact Through an Annual Report (First American Equipment Finance)

Annual Report, Specialty Print
Canandaigua National Corporation Annual Report (Flynn)

FA | IMPACT 
REPORT 
2021
We use the power of 
our people, passion and 
resources to make a 
positive impact in our 
communities. 

First 
American 
Inaugural 
Impact Day

 First American colleagues 
participated in a day of 
volunteering that extended 
from New York to California 
and captured the significant  
impact colleagues can make 
when they work together for 
causes they care about. 

|  NATURE CONSERVANCY 
First American donates a tree to the Nature Conservancy for every contract our clients eSign. To 

date, we have donated 8,114 trees. In 2020, we donated 1,596 trees with our clients’ help. 

|  UNITED WAY WORKPLACE GIVING
	3 100% colleague participation in 2021

	3 Colleagues donated $33,862 to 95 charities in 2021

Workplace Impact

Golf ing for Impact
First American its colleagues supported eight 

charitable golf tournaments in 2021, including: 

 3 VLP SMILE Scholarship Golf Tournament

 3 Bivona Child Advocacy Center Golf Tournament

 3 FEI Rochester Tournament to support Junior Achievement

 3 Scramble for Sarcoma Golf Tournament

 3 Penfield-Perinton Kiwanis Club Charity Tournament

 3 Alison Rose Foundation Golf Tournament

 3 Golisano Children’s Hospital Golf Classic 

 3 Pluta Cancer Center Charity Tournament 
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fInalists
Annual Report, Specialty Print
2021 Villa Annual Report (Villa of Hope)

   I found hope.
2 0 2 1  R E P O R T  T O  O U R  C O M M U N I T Y

GROUNDBREAKING RECOVERY

Renewing hope for our community.

“The Villa helps me stay on the path to  
   continued recovery.  I will not go  
   back. The staff, to me, represent  
   courage, strength, and dedication.”

For the love of her children continued

Daniel became a client with our Behavioral Health Clinic, got clean, 
began to receive treatment for his mental health condition, and jump-
started his life. Megan got clean, and sees her own self-care and mental 
health as an ongoing responsibility today – with the Villa’s help. “My 
children need me. But they need me whole, not broken up into pieces,” 
Megan says. And Daniel adds, “They really take care of you here.”

Megan’s two older children receive mental health services, therapy, 
and medication management assistance from Villa behavioral health 
clinic staff. “Kim Sadwick [Senior Director of Health Services and 
Chief Medical Officer] and Meredith Kahl [Outpatient Clinic Program 
Manager] are absolutely amazing,” says Megan. “They don’t just provide 
help with meds; they are truly physically there for my kids, available to 
listen to them, always. They always have good advice. It works for us, and 
they’ve helped my kids to really be their best.”

And now Megan and Daniel have a beautiful son together, who Daniel 
says, “changed my life. It motivated me to get a place, get a job, get a 
car ... it’s wonderful to be a Dad.”

 Megan sums up their success today. “My kids are my rock and my 
strength, and they keep me going. I dedicate my life to my kids, and 
anyone else who needs someone to care for them, be there for them, 
listen to them. My life today has changed for the better in so many 
different ways. The Villa has been exactly what we all needed – me, my 
fiancé, my kids –  it made all the difference.

“I used to live for the drug; now I live for my kids. And all I have to do 
is keep moving forward. That’s what the Villa helps me do.”
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In April of 2021, the Villa launched Groundbreaking Recovery –  
a virtual groundbreaking ceremony to kick off the building of our Living Hope 
Detox Center, and our new expanded mental health and substance use  
disorder clinic. 
The Living Hope Detox Center, pictured above, will be an 18-bed medically 
supervised withdrawal and stabilization treatment home, the first community 

agency-run inpatient center of its kind in Monroe County to treat adolescents (age 
16 and up) as well as adults. The Living Hope Detox Center is set to open at the 
beginning of December, 2021.
Our new 24-hour facility will offer short-term (5-7 days) medical inpatient 
treatment focused on physically stabilizing patients who are stopping the use of 
alcohol and/or other drugs. The home will also provide structured, round-the-clock 
treatment programs under the watchful care of physicians, nurse practitioners, 
psychiatrists and licensed therapists. After completing withdrawal, patients will be 
able to continue treatment in other programs such as the Villa of Hope Outpatient 
Clinic and/or residential and group home programs.
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Board Officers
Christopher Bell, Board Chair 
Carrie Fuller Spencer, Vice Chair 
Michael Burns, Secretary 

Board Members
Andrew Bodewes 
Erick G. Bond, Sr. 
Korey Brown 
Rebecca Burkey 
Adam Chodak 
Dawn DePerrior 
Kathleen Graupman 
Kimberly-Ann Hamer 
John Horvath 
Curtis Johnson 
David Krusch, M.D. 
John Loury 
Thomas K. McInerny, M.D. 
Gail Morelle 
Michael Osborn 
Marisol Ramos-Lopez 
Terri Snider 
Dawn Sullivan 
John Treahy 
David Vogt 
Nancy Wilkes 
 
Christina Gullo, Ex Officio 
Ke’Shara Webb, Ex Officio

Young Professionals Board Officers
Ke’Shara Webb, Chair  
Lauren Dlugosh, Past Chair
Kayla Mayville, Chair-Elect 
Samantha Smith, Secretary 
Young Professionals Board Members
Mike Adams 
Nick Engels 
Dominick LaPenna 
Miranda Leo 
Quentin Marsh 
Ryan Miller 
Emily Piccione 
Mark Shannon 
Danielle Winkler 
Robert Yawman

Executive Leadership Team
Christina M. Gullo, MSW, MBA 
President/CEO
Carrie Carl, LCSW-R 
Chief Strategy Officer, 
Chief Compliance Officer
Chetna Chandrakala, CPA 
Chief Financial Officer
Lindsay Gozzi-Theobald, MS 
Chief Program Officer
Michelle Lee, MS 
Chief Residential Program & Facilities 
Operations Officer
Gerianne Puskas, MBA, CNPM, CFRE 
Chief Advancement Officer
Wynndy R. Turner, SPHR, SHRM-SCP 
Chief Human Resources/Diversity Officer

Accreditations
Council on Accreditation

Licenses
New York State Department  
of Health
New York State Education 
Department
New York State Office of Alcohol 
and Substance Abuse Services
New York State Office of Children 
and Family Services
New York State Office of  
Mental Health
Sanctuary® Certification

Memberships and Partnerships
American Association of Children’s  
Residential Centers 
Alliance for Strong Families  
and Communities
Association of Fundraising 
Professionals
Bivona Child Advocacy Center
Building Bridges Initiative
Child Workforce Wellness Initiative
Consortium of Alcohol and Substance 
Abuse Services — Region II
Council of Family and Child  
Caring Agencies

Darkness to Light Collaborative
Greater Rochester Chamber  
of Commerce
Greece Chamber of Commerce
Greece Rotary
Monroe County Systems Integration 
Project
New York Association of Alcoholism 
and Substance Abuse Providers
New York State Coalition of  
853 Schools
NYS Coalition for Children’s Mental  
Health Services
Penfield-Perinton Kiwanis
RASE Roc Mental Health and 
Addiction Workgroup
Recovery Net Collaborative
Rochester-Monroe Anti-Poverty 
Initiative
Roc-Tac
Safer Monroe Area Reentry Team
SUNY Empire State College
Trillium Health
United Way of Greater Rochester
YourHealth Partners

Financial highlights Villa of Hope leadership
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Revenue Expenses

31.4%
RESIDENTIAL

38.1%
PREVENTIVE

13.5%
EDUCATION

17.0%
ADMINISTRATIVE

19%
STATE 
EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT

2%
MEDICAID & OTHER

21%
OFFICE OF 
MENTAL 
HEALTH

18%
OFFICE OF
CHILDREN 
AND FAMILY 
SERVICES

6%
OFFICE OF 
ALCOHOL AND 
SUBSTANCE 
ABUSE SERVICES

15%
HEALTH 
HOMES

4%
DEVELOPMENT

1.  Federal PPP/ERC dollars are not included
2. Based on financial statements provided for the audit (in progress)

Annual Report, Specialty Print
Together Forward: The Bonadio Group’s Inaugural Annual Report

Annual Report 

Fiscal Year 2021

bonadio.com

Together Forward

vi Introduction The Bonadio Group

The Bonadio Purpose | Provide Opportunity | Strengthen Community | Inspire Growth

Bruce Zicari, CPA, CVA

Managing Partner &  
Chief Executive Officer

The Bonadio Group

The term “unprecedented” isn’t one I thought I’d be using in everyday 

dialogue throughout the past year, but it’s truly one of the only words that 

accurately describes what we’ve all been through since March of 2020.

Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, each of us have faced unheard 

of challenges. However, I know that challenging times bring out the best 

in people, and the way our firm responded to crisis is a clear example of 

that. I could not be more proud and grateful to be a part of a team that 

came together to overcome difficulties to help our clients, communities, 

and each other.

I strongly believe our ability to survive and excel throughout the pandemic 

was the result of our unwavering commitment to our Bonadio Purpose: to 

Provide Opportunity, Strengthen Community, and Inspire Growth.

Opportunity

Our People are our number one priority. This year, we prioritized creating 

a safe, diverse, and flexible working environment to enable them to grow. 

We worked diligently to develop a plan that allowed us to respond to 

the circumstances we were presented with while also rewarding and 

recognizing our employees. Our HR and IT infrastructure allowed us to 

focus on health and safety while being able to seamlessly shift to remote 

work and continue to provide superior client service. As a firm, we’ve also 

made a commitment to supporting diversity, equity, and inclusion efforts 

in order to truly foster a welcoming and inclusive work environment.

Community

It always amazes me how much our team gives back to the communities 

we work and live in, even when they may be struggling themselves. Every 

year, as a firm and as individuals, we donate our time, money, and services 

to support those in need. This year was no exception – despite difficulties, 

we found new and creative ways to give back to those most in need.

Growth

A lofty goal within our Strategic Plan is to double the size of our firm 

in the next few years. While the COVID-19 pandemic was undoubtedly 

challenging, it provided our firm with some exciting new opportunities for 

growth and better servicing our clients. Through our dedicated COVID-19 

response team, our expanded consulting services, and our unparalleled 

expertise, we’ve been able to help our clients across our footprint.

In the following pages, you’ll see examples that demonstrate our 

commitment to our Purpose and highlight all that we’ve accomplished 

together throughout the past fiscal year. I can’t reiterate enough how 

proud I am to be a part of this firm, and I can’t wait to see all that we 

achieve as we move Together Forward.

All the best,

Bruce Zicari, CPA, CVA

A Letter From Our CEO 

Introduction 1The Bonadio Group
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fInalists
B2B Integrated Marketing Campaign
Hyper-Focused YMCA Journey (First American Equipment Finance)

STRATEGIC FINANCING 
FOR YOUR YMCA

IT EquipmentMovable Walls
Construction 

Services

Leasehold 
Improvements

Lighting

AV Equipment

Flooring

Furniture &
Fixtures

 P 3–7+ year terms
 P Fixed rate financing
 P Flexible payment options

 P Installation period financing
 P Tax + operating lease structures 
 P Reimbursement for paid costs

FINANCING FOR THE 
SPACES YOU NEED

Our solutions for improvement projects are tailored to meet 
your organization’s objectives— from expedient funding and budget 
consistency, to tax savings and accounting benefits.

 

Appliances

B2B Integrated Marketing Campaign
Game On, Presbyopia: CooperVision Introduces MyDay Multifocal (McDougall Communications with Truth Collective)

1:1 ECP Interviews

1:1 ECP Interviews
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fInalists

B2B Integrated Marketing Campaign
Planting, Growing and Thriving in 2021 (Linden Digital Marketing)

Website
Earthplanter.com, residential.earthplanter.com

Facebook Ads
  https://fb.me/bbrGm8geyB0lHt

YouTube Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbmKT-SMSLc&t=107s

CREATIVE

Supporting Charts & Graphics | 04

Website
Earthplanter.com, residential.earthplanter.com

Facebook Ads
  https://fb.me/bbrGm8geyB0lHt

YouTube Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbmKT-SMSLc&t=107s

CREATIVE

Supporting Charts & Graphics | 04

B2B Integrated Marketing Campaign
The Bonadio Group 2021 Digital Campaign

FY21 Digital Campaign Mock-Ups: 2021 NYS Construction Compensation & Benefits Survey Display Ads

Frame 1

Frame 2
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fInalists
B2B Integrated Marketing Campaign
ADMAR Awareness Campaign

B2B Integrated Marketing Campaign
Panasonic Logiscend ABM Pilot (The Verdi Group)

eBook Blog Post ROI Sellsheet

WHEN IT COMES TO INDUSTRIAL 
IoT MATERIAL FLOW MANAGEMENT, 
Panasonic invented the wheel, so you don’t have to

$60k-$140k
Annual Cost 

Savings

50%
Labor

Reduction

2 Week-
2 Hours
Setup Time

99.8%
Pick Accuracy 
Approaching

90%
Reduced 

Training Time

28%
Quality up 

with Process 
Data

For more information, please contact IIoT.sales@us.panasonic.com

Customization Creates Transformation
Several customizations were necessary on the software side to accommodate the interfacing to the customer's 
proprietary MES system. Like most manufacturers, this customer runs multiple workflows, so the Logiscend 
software was able to be modified to accommodate each of these workflows now and in the future. 

Some hardware/firmware revisions were also made to support the process modifications, optimizing 
communication. And, to ensure global standardization, adjustments were made to the solution for connectivity and 
data flow from their MES system in every environment.

Results

© 2020 Panasonic Corporation. All rights reserved.logiscend.panasonic.com

We are currently implementing the Logiscend Pick system to multiple locations 
based on current success. Based on this success, we’ve also added the Logiscend 
Replenishment application for automated bulk material replenishment.
 

Project Manager

Moving Forward in the Auto Industry

No more paper 
and printing. 
Cost savings are 
being tracked 
and measured, 
but the impact 
of eliminating 
paper and printer 
supplies is being 
felt already.

50% labor 
reduction. 
Pick efficiency 
improvements 
enable one 
operator to handle 
the work of two.

Improved 
pick accuracy. 
Significantly fewer 
wrong picks, 
approaching 99.8% 
accuracy.

90% reduced 
training time. 
New operators 
can be trained and 
capable with the 
automated system 
in approximately 
three hours vs. five 
or more days.

Kazian support. 
Data and 
efficiency of the 
new automated 
system can now 
drive quality 
improvement 
initiatives with no 
additional research 
or infrastructure 
modification costs.

READ MORE 
https://prn.to/2OIXtJG

About Logiscend
Recently acquired by Panasonic, Logiscend is the premier smart material flow 
management solution for manufacturing. Based in Rochester, NY, the Industrial IoT 
Solutions Team of developers, solutions professionals and support staff are located in 
the US, EU and India to serve our global base of customers.

Auto supplier eliminates paper, cuts labor 
in half, and training time by 90%, using 
Logiscend’s Pick Application Module

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY 
Pick  

Continued ›

Introduction
To thrive and grow as a Tier 1 global manufacturer of 
auto seating systems and components requires precision 
production … and very quick turnaround times.

To support the need for time and material precision, one of the most critical 
parts of the process is ensuring the right parts are picked, kitted and 
delivered to the assembly line for production. Historically this process had 
been managed by paper lists and pick tickets — inefficient and prone to 
manual error. This manufacturer was looking to automate the process with 
a visual RFID system (Logiscend).

There were five primary goals for the project:

To get started, the manufacturer’s Center of Excellence team researched RFID applications for multiple different 
development projects. The team came directly to us for a solution to tracking incoming materials and containers. 
Ultimately, we engaged as both the consultant and systems integrator.

4 Remove  
printing of  

        paper pick  
        tickets (cost) 

3 Improve 
operational  

         efficiency and  
        accuracy

2 Increase system 
flexibility to manage  

        changes and the  
        ability to deliver

1 Standardize the  
picking process  

       globally across  
       all locations

5 Support the  
corporate continuous  

        improvement                
        culture 

We often get an order in 
the morning and ship the 
finished product on the same 
day. That’s the expectation, 
and technology makes  
it possible.

 

Project Manager

logiscend.panasonic.com

             CALCULATE ROI

How to calculate your ROI and savings when 
you switch from from paper-based picking to 
Panasonic’s Pick-to-Tag system.

Our customers break even (on average) in 9 months! 
Start with an average printing and paper savings of $100,000 a year. Add in the labor savings from increased productivity, the 
ability to change configuration of your supermarket in 2 hours (rather than 2 weeks), increase the accuracy of your pickers by 
an average of 99.8%, and the value of continuous improvement made possible by analyzing your process data, and your time to 
breakeven could be even less than 9 months! 

How to calculate your ROI: Key savings components.
Savings come from: Eliminating paper. Half the labor. Faster setup. Greater accuracy. Intuitive processes. Continuous improvement.

Eliminate
Paper

For more information, please contact IIoT.sales@us.panasonic.com

Customization Creates Transformation
Several customizations were necessary on the software side to accommodate the interfacing to the customer's 
proprietary MES system. Like most manufacturers, this customer runs multiple workflows, so the Logiscend 
software was able to be modified to accommodate each of these workflows now and in the future. 

Some hardware/firmware revisions were also made to support the process modifications, optimizing 
communication. And, to ensure global standardization, adjustments were made to the solution for connectivity and 
data flow from their MES system in every environment.

Results

© 2020 Panasonic Corporation. All rights reserved.logiscend.panasonic.com

We are currently implementing the Logiscend Pick system to multiple locations 
based on current success. Based on this success, we’ve also added the Logiscend 
Replenishment application for automated bulk material replenishment.
 

Project Manager

Moving Forward in the Auto Industry

No more paper 
and printing. 
Cost savings are 
being tracked 
and measured, 
but the impact 
of eliminating 
paper and printer 
supplies is being 
felt already.

50% labor 
reduction. 
Pick efficiency 
improvements 
enable one 
operator to handle 
the work of two.

Improved 
pick accuracy. 
Significantly fewer 
wrong picks, 
approaching 99.8% 
accuracy.

90% reduced 
training time. 
New operators 
can be trained and 
capable with the 
automated system 
in approximately 
three hours vs. five 
or more days.

Kazian support. 
Data and 
efficiency of the 
new automated 
system can now 
drive quality 
improvement 
initiatives with no 
additional research 
or infrastructure 
modification costs.

READ MORE 
https://prn.to/2OIXtJG

About Logiscend
Recently acquired by Panasonic, Logiscend is the premier smart material flow 
management solution for manufacturing. Based in Rochester, NY, the Industrial IoT 
Solutions Team of developers, solutions professionals and support staff are located in 
the US, EU and India to serve our global base of customers.

Reduce 
Costs

Increase
Flexibility

Improve
Efficiency

Standardize
Processes

Continuous
Improvements

For more information, please contact IIoT.sales@us.panasonic.com

Customization Creates Transformation
Several customizations were necessary on the software side to accommodate the interfacing to the customer's 
proprietary MES system. Like most manufacturers, this customer runs multiple workflows, so the Logiscend 
software was able to be modified to accommodate each of these workflows now and in the future. 

Some hardware/firmware revisions were also made to support the process modifications, optimizing 
communication. And, to ensure global standardization, adjustments were made to the solution for connectivity and 
data flow from their MES system in every environment.
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Solutions Team of developers, solutions professionals and support staff are located in 
the US, EU and India to serve our global base of customers.
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Several customizations were necessary on the software side to accommodate the interfacing to the customer's 
proprietary MES system. Like most manufacturers, this customer runs multiple workflows, so the Logiscend 
software was able to be modified to accommodate each of these workflows now and in the future. 

Some hardware/firmware revisions were also made to support the process modifications, optimizing 
communication. And, to ensure global standardization, adjustments were made to the solution for connectivity and 
data flow from their MES system in every environment.
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data flow from their MES system in every environment.

Results

© 2020 Panasonic Corporation. All rights reserved.logiscend.panasonic.com

We are currently implementing the Logiscend Pick system to multiple locations 
based on current success. Based on this success, we’ve also added the Logiscend 
Replenishment application for automated bulk material replenishment.
 

Project Manager

Moving Forward in the Auto Industry

No more paper 
and printing. 
Cost savings are 
being tracked 
and measured, 
but the impact 
of eliminating 
paper and printer 
supplies is being 
felt already.

50% labor 
reduction. 
Pick efficiency 
improvements 
enable one 
operator to handle 
the work of two.

Improved 
pick accuracy. 
Significantly fewer 
wrong picks, 
approaching 99.8% 
accuracy.

90% reduced 
training time. 
New operators 
can be trained and 
capable with the 
automated system 
in approximately 
three hours vs. five 
or more days.

Kazian support. 
Data and 
efficiency of the 
new automated 
system can now 
drive quality 
improvement 
initiatives with no 
additional research 
or infrastructure 
modification costs.

READ MORE 
https://prn.to/2OIXtJG

About Logiscend
Recently acquired by Panasonic, Logiscend is the premier smart material flow 
management solution for manufacturing. Based in Rochester, NY, the Industrial IoT 
Solutions Team of developers, solutions professionals and support staff are located in 
the US, EU and India to serve our global base of customers.

For more information, please contact IIoT.sales@us.panasonic.com
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Average ROI 9 Months
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fInalists
B2B Integrated Marketing Campaign
QuickFi® Dealer Network Program Rollout

THE NEW WAY

To Finance Business Equipment
Background

QuickFi® is the world’s only 100% digital, mobile, 
self-service business equipment financing platform that 
enables business borrowers to obtain term equipment 
financing in minutes, not days or weeks. 

© 2022 Innovation Finance USA LLC. All Rights Reserved. QuickFi® is covered by one or more US & foreign patents | www.quickfi.com/patents

In 2021, QuickFi began providing new, business equip-
ment financing for several global manufacturers selling 
equipment to SMB borrowers throughout the U.S. in-
cluding SANY America which is a construction company 
that competes with John Deere and Caterpillar. 

Sany Capital POWERED BY QUICKFI 

SANY America distributes it’s products through a 50-state dealer network 
which was enhanced with the QuickFi platform to facilitate frictionless, 
digital financing to accelerate equipment sales. 

With reduced operating cost, faster cycle times, and improved borrow-
er satisfaction, QuickFi increases both bottom and top line equipment 
financing performance.

CAPITAL, USA

© 2022 Innovation Finance USA LLC. All Rights Reserved. QuickFi® is covered by one or more US & foreign patents | www.quickfi.com/patents

Simple, secure onboarding experience.

QuickFi’s patented technology includes biometric authentication with facial recognition, 
and drivers’ license verification using the native capabilities of the borrower’s mobile 
device, and two-factor authentication to give borrowers a quick and secure onboarding 
experience with instant credit approvals up to $250,000.

Complete Financing. 3 Steps. 3 Minutes.

After user authentication, your customers can complete financing in 3 minutes, with 
3 simple steps:

1. Initiate 2. Select Structure 3. Complete

Upload the equipment invoic-
es to the QuickFi mobile app 
(using the native capabilities 
of the mobile device to take a 
picture, upload directly from 
a cloud or local folder, or 
email an invoice file directly to 
QuickFi).

Choose the structure (finance 
or rent) and choose a term 
length (12-60 months) for 
the transaction. View the 
fixed loan interest rate and 
the monthly payment before 
making any commitment to 
proceed. 

Securely complete the transac-
tion in QuickFi with only ONE 
single digital signature. Most 
vendors are paid the next 
business day.  

24/7/365 support, servicing, and reporting.

The QuickFi platform is accessed from your customer’s mobile device, placing an instant 
financing tool at their fingertips. Account servicing, reporting, early payoff capabilities 
are available to the borrower through the mobile app, anytime, anwhere. Telephone 
and chat support is available 24/7/365.

Equipment finance made easy!

“The application and closing process, from start to finish, 
was smooth and easy. Very impressed with their service 
as well, reaching out and touching base after the contract 
was executed.”

Erik Bodeen, President

The majority of the creative for this campaign incorporated our partner’s branding, to develop added trust and 
reflect positively on the brand. Using consistent imagery, palette, and content, we were able to build a campaign 
that looked and felt like a seamless experience to limit the friction between transitioning from the dealer principal 
into the QuickFi environment. 

From campaign origination in the non-digital workflows to the digital customer journey, the entire experience was 
white-labeled for the partner to ensure a smooth handoff that felt like a true end-to-end solution. 

Creative

P O W E R E D  B Y

24/7 Dealer Hotline

585-207-0186

Get Your Customers Started: 
go.quickfiapp.com/sany-apply

1 2 3

Send your customer to 
the digital credit application: 

go.quickfiapp.com/sany-apply

Get an instant credit decision

Negotiate and close the 
equipment sale with your 

customer.

Your customer 
receives a text to download 
the app & completes secure 

onboarding. 

They’ll see their queued 
transaction, select the term & 
structure, and complete with 

one digital signature.

P O W E R E D  B Y

24/7 Dealer Hotline

585-207-0186

Accelerate SANY 
Equipment Sales
Sell more and close sales faster 
with digital financing

Get Your Customers Started: 
go.quickfiapp.com/sany-apply

© 2022 Innovation Finance USA LLC. All Rights Reserved. QuickFi® is covered by one or more US & foreign patents | www.quickfi.com/patents

B2C Integrated Marketing Campaign
“I found hope” (Villa of Hope)

   I found hope.

Cristian  
 in long-term recovery; former Villa of Hope client
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B2C Integrated Marketing Campaign
Canning with CountryMax

B2C Integrated Marketing Campaign
Rochester Colonial “So Many Reasons” (Flynn)

Summer 2021
18 store locations across New York State

CountryMax.com

Your Guide to Home 
Canning Success

Your Guide to Home 

Backyard Harvesting
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fInalists

C L A S S  S C H E D U L E

Summer 2021
Information & Registration Guide

Look inside for hundreds 
of remote learning 

opportunities.

A

B2C Integrated Marketing Campaign
MCC Summer Campaign

B2C Integrated Marketing Campaign
Whitney Young Health “Here for You” Brand Campaign (The Marketing Collaborative)
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B2C Integrated Marketing Campaign
Manning & Napier Prosper Campaign

Best in Branding
PlumLife Branding (Flynn)

1

PROSPER
M A N N I N G  &  N A P I E R ’ S  G U I D E  TO  F I N A N C I A L  P L A N N I N G

Investments Planning Retirement

6

6 Financial Planning Myths

Our industry is filled with rules of thumb and so-called best practices, 
but not all the advice should be taken. The reality is that wealth 
management is as complex as it has ever been, and some answers just 

aren’t that simple. Below, we tackle six of the most common financial planning 
misconceptions, sorting out the fact from fiction.
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Best in Branding
Breathing New Life into the First American Brand

TECHNOLOGY 
LEASING & 
FINANCING 
INFORMATION 
FOR THE 
SCHOOL NAME 
GOES HERE

Your Digital Toolkit | February 2021edYOU

Acquiring new technology through a renewal 
program allows you to: 

Spend Less: Assets with short life 
spans are not worth the cash outlay 
to invest in ownership. Convert your 
payments to rent expenses which 
ultimately net you less than the original 
equipment investment.

Create Budget Predictability: 
By replacing the budget spikes of 
cash-based purchasing with fixed, 
predictable payments, schools are 
able to develop and maintain budget 
consistency over the long-term. What 
you end up with is a sustainable 
funding model aligning technology use 
with expense.

Minimize Obsolescence Risk: Acquire 
the latest cutting-edge technology 
and reduce ongoing maintenance by 
centralizing useful life cycles and the 
end-of-life management process.

6

Establish Replacement 
Cycles (2-5 years)

Implement Transparent 
Organizational Roll-out

Align Useful Life 
with Warranty

Recycle Obsolete 
Equipment

MAKE TECHNOLOGY A STRATEGIC 
ASSET, NOT A DRAIN ON YOUR 
RESOURCES

Reprioritize your faculty and staff devices 
by aligning funding to the useful life 
cycle of the technology. Using lease-based 
technology refresh programs can be very 
effective in helping schools address these 
challenges. 

HOW ITHACA COLLEGE CENTRALIZED 
THEIR TECHNOLOGY FUNDING

Ithaca College needed a long-term solution 
that allowed them to acquire the most 
current technology platforms, while facing 
the growing pressure of reducing costs 
and streamlining IT operations. Addressing 
these core services in a more sustainable 
way requires an ongoing commitment of 
operational funding for related projects. 
Ithaca’s IT leaders needed to think differently 
about their process and shift their focus 
toward addressing the funding of new 
technology in a more sustainable way.

Ithaca sought to develop a funding model 
that would sustain core technology services 
over the long-term, and the Ithaca College 
Technology Renewal Program was born.

AS SEEN IN  
FORTUNE

BEST
WORKPLACES
FOR MILLENNIALS

2020 ANNUAL 
MEETING

Best in Branding
CountryMax Jingle
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Best in Branding
Geneva Made (29 Design Studio)

Best in Branding
Forsythe Jewelers Branding (Brandmint)
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Best in Branding
Living Hope Treatment Center logo (Villa of Hope)

   I found hope.

Cristian  
 in long-term recovery; former Villa of Hope client

Continuum of services  
with Villa of Hope:

[Detox
[Outpatient Clinic  

(including Medication  
Assisted Therapy -  
MAT)

[Community-based  
case management and 
mental health  
programs

[LIFE House residential  
(ages 16-21)

Trauma-informed care,  
Sanctuary® certified

villaofhope.org/livinghope

585-295-6916

   I found hope.

Cristian,  
 in long-term recovery; former Villa of Hope client

Collateral/Print Piece             
From PDF to Digital Collateral Library (First American Equipment Finance)
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Collateral/Print Piece 
Manning & Napier Tax Guides

www.manning-napier.com

2021 Social Security Reference Guide

Social Security encompasses retirement benefits, disability 
benefits, and is intertwined with Medicare benefits. This guide 
focuses on Social Security retirement benefits, the most common 
association of the term Social Security. Currently, there are over 
55 million people receiving Social Security retirement benefits 
(i.e., Old Age and Survivor Insurance or OASI). 

Social Security Employment Tax
While you are working, you and your employer each pay 6.2% 
(7.65% each including Medicare). Social Security taxes are paid 
on the first $142,800 of income (2021). 

Minimum Eligibility Requirements
In order to qualify for Social Security retirement benefits on 
your own record, you need to earn a minimum of 40 credits, 
equivalent to ten years of Social Security-eligible work history. 
You accrue one credit for each $1,470 in earnings (2021), up to a 
maximum of 4 credits per year. 

How Benefits Are Calculated
Your Social Security benefit at Full Retirement Age (FRA) is 
calculated based upon indexed (inflation-adjusted) earnings 
of your highest 35 years, subject to annual income caps (e.g., 
$142,800 in 2021). The estimated average monthly Social 
Security benefit of a retired worker in January 2021 is $1,543 
($18,516/year) after a 1.3% Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA). 
The average total for couples who are both receiving benefits 
is $2,596 ($31,152/year). The maximum Social Security benefit 
for a worker retiring at Full Retirement Age in 2021 is $3,148 
($37,776/year). 

How to Find Out Your Own Benefit Information
While the Social Security Administration has stopped physically 
mailing Social Security statements to all individuals, the Social 
Security website allows you to obtain your Social Security 
statement online by signing up for a mySocial Security account 
or estimate benefits using one of several tools.  
MySocialSecurity: https://www.ssa.gov/myaccount/ 
Tools: https://www.ssa.gov/planners/calculators/ 

Taxes on Benefits
Depending on your income in retirement, a portion of your Social 
Security benefit payment may be subject to taxes. The table 
below shows the percentage of your Social Security benefit that 
could be subject to taxation, depending on income. 

Full Retirement Age
Your Full Retirement Age (i.e., the age that you qualify to receive 
full benefits), depends on the year you were born. The chart 
below shows the full retirement ages by year of birth. 

Early or Delayed Social Security Benefits
You can choose to begin benefits prior to your Full Retirement 
Age (as early as age 62) and receive a reduced Social Security 
benefit amount. You can also choose to delay the start of benefits 
in exchange for a higher benefit amount. For example, taking 
benefits at age 62 results in monthly benefit payments that 
are 25% - 30% lower than what they would have been at Full 
Retirement Age, but allows you to receive benefits 4-5 years 
sooner. Likewise, waiting until age 70 to file for benefits results in 
payments that are 76% - 77% higher than at age 62 and 24% - 
32% higher than at Full Retirement Age. Of course, the drawback 
of delaying Social Security is that it means forgoing benefit 
payments in the interim. The following table shows the impact of 
taking benefits early or late for people with a Full Retirement Age 
of 66 or 67.

Income Range % of Social 
Security Subject 
to TaxationSingle Filer

Married Filing 
Jointly

$0 - $25,000 $0 – $32,000 0%

$25,000 - $34,000 $32,000 - $44,000 50%

$34,000+ $44,000+ 85%

Percent of Full Retirement Age Benefit

Age
Full Retirement 
Age of 66          

Full Retirement 
Age of 67           

62 75% 70%

63 80% 75%

64 86.7% 80%

65 93.3% 86.7%

66 100% (FRA) 93.3%

67 108% 100% (FRA)

68 116% 108%

69 124% 116%

70 132% 124%

Taking Early Benefits While Continuing to Work
If you take benefits prior to Full Retirement Age and continue to 
work, your benefits may be reduced. For example, benefits are 
reduced by $1 for every $2 in earnings above $18,960 in 2021. 
Alternatively, in the year you reach Full Retirement Age, benefits 
are reduced by $1 for every $3 you earn over $50,520 (in 
2021), until the month you reach FRA. Benefits are not reduced 
beginning the month you reach FRA.

Age 66

66 & 2
months

66 & 4
months

66 & 6
months

66 & 8
months

66 & 10
months

Age 67

1943-54 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 or 
Later

Birth Year 

www.manning-napier.com

2021 Medicare Reference Guide

Part A (Hospital Insurance)  
Covers inpatient hospital care, skilled nursing facility, hospice, 
lab tests, surgery, home health care

Monthly Premium*: $0.00

First 60 days of hospitalization - 
patient pays a deductible

$1,484.00

Next 30 days - patient pays $371 per day

Next 60 days (lifetime reserve days) $742 per day

Skilled nursing facility:

First 20 days - patient pays $0.00

Next 80 days - patient pays $185.50 per day

Over 100 days - patient pays All costs

*Most individuals over age 65 receive Part A free (“premium-free Part A”) 
as a result of paying Medicare taxes while working. For those who have 
not sufficiently paid Medicare taxes (rare), you can buy Medicare Part A 
and pay a premium of either $259 or $471 per month.

Part B (Medical Insurance)  
Doctor and other health care providers’ services, home and outpatient 
care, durable medical equipment, ambulance services, and some 
preventive services

Premium Rates* If your 2019 income was**

Single: Married Filing Jointly:

$148.50 $88,000 or less $176,000 or less

$207.90 $88,001 - $111,000 $176,001 - $222,000

$297.00 $111,001 - $138,000 $222,001 - $276,000

$386.10 $138,001 - $165,000 $276,001 - $330,000

$475.20 $165,001 - $500,000 $330,001 - $750,000

$504.90 Above $500,000 Above $750,000

  Deductible: $203 per year

  Coinsurance: 20% of amount after deductible

*Most people will pay this amount; however, a small number of people 
who pay premiums out of monthly Social Security benefits will pay less 
than this amount due to Social Security's "Hold Harmless" provision that 
prevents a decline in Social Security benefits for most people. 

**Medicare uses the modified adjusted gross income reported on your 
2019 tax return to determine your 2021 premium (the most recent income 
information provided to Social Security by the IRS). Therefore, if your 
income has decreased from 2019 to 2020, Medicare premiums can 
remain higher than expected due to this lag.

Parts A and B do not cover long-term care (aka, custodial care) as 
well as dental care, eye care, and hearing aids.

Part D (Prescription Standard Benefit Model)  
Provided by private insurers. The costs and drugs covered varies by 
Medicare Prescription Drug Plan

Monthly Premium*: Based on prescription drug plan selected

Initial deductible:
$445 maximum 
(deductibles vary between plans)

Copayment or 
coinsurance on next

$4,130

Coverage gap 
(“donut hole”)**

$4,130 - $6,550

Copayment or 
coinsurance on
amounts above

$6,550

Premium Rates 
Based on Income

If your 2019 income was

Single: Married Filing Jointly:

Plan premium $88,000 or less $176,000 or less

$12.30 + plan premium $88,001 - $111,000 $176,001 - $222,000

$31.80 + plan premium $111,001 - $138,000 $222,001 - $276,000

$51.20 + plan premium $138,001 - $165,000 $276,001 - $330,000

$70.70 + plan premium $165,001 - $500,000 $330,001 - $750,000

$77.10 + plan premium Above $500,000 Above $750,000

*Each prescription drug plan has its own list of covered drugs (referred 
to as a “formulary”), with drugs assigned to different “tiers”.  The drugs in 
lower tiers will generally cost less than drugs in higher tiers.
**The coverage gap begins after you and your plan spend $4,130 in 
2021. Then you pay a portion of discounted drug prices out-of-pocket 
(25% of covered brand-name and generic drug costs in 2021), until you 
reach the out-of-pocket (OOP) threshold, which is $6,550 in 2021. For 
the remainder of the year, “catastrophic coverage” then begins for any 
covered drugs.

Medicare Advantage / “Part C”  
Part A and B coverage but through private companies instead of through 
Medicare. Some companies may offer additional benefits such as 
prescription drugs, vision, and/or Dental

Part C plans are Medicare approved but administered through private 
insurance companies.

Monthly premium amounts vary by plan.

Plans, not Medicare, establish the amounts they charge for premiums, 
deductibles, and services.  Amounts can only change once per year, on 
January 1st.

Medicare is a government-run health insurance system for Americans over 65 years old or disabled. The system is funded through employee and
employer payroll contributions and provides coverage for portions of certain health care costs, depending on level of coverage selected.

For most people, Medicare Part B premiums increased by approximately 2.7% from 2020 and Part D premiums have increased by about 0.9% 
from 2020. 

Medicare coverage is split into four Parts:

www.manning-napier.com

2021 Reference Guide

Simple IRA & SEP IRA

SEP IRA contribution limit Lesser of $58,000 or 
25% of compensation

SIMPLE Plan contribution limit $13,500
Catch-up contribution (age 50 or older) $3,000
Maximum compensation limit for  
retirement plans $290,000

Key employee (top-heavy plans) Above $185,000
Highly compensated employee $130,000

Health Savings Account
Minimum Deductible Amount
Single $1,400
Family $2,800
Maximum Out-of-Pocket Amount
Single $7,000
Family $14,000
HSA Contribution Limit
Single $3,600
Family $7,200
Catch-up contribution  
(age 55 or older) $1,000

Education
Coverdell Education Savings Accounts
Contribution limit $2,000
Single phaseout $95,000 - $110,000
Married filing jointly phaseout $190,000 - $220,000
Lifetime Learning Credit - 20% of qualified expenses
Expense limit $10,000
Single phaseout $80,000 - $90,000
Married filing jointly phaseout $160,000 - $180,000

529 Plans

Eligible for college, apprenticeship, and trade school expenses, and up to 
$10,000/year for private K-12 tuition. A lifetime limit of $10,000 each can be 
used to repay the beneficiary’s and each of his/her sibling’s student loans.

Income Tax Rate Schedules
If Taxable Income Is: Then the Gross Tax Payable Is:

Over But not  
over Amount Plus (%) Of the  

amount over

Single Taxpayers
$0 $9,950 --------- 10% of taxable income -----------
$9,950 $40,525 $995.00 12% $9,950
$40,525 $86,375 $4,664.00 22% $40,525
$86,375 $164,925 $14,751.00 24% $86,375
$164,925 $209,425 $33,603.00 32% $164,925
$209,425 $523,600 $47,843.00 35% $209,425
$523,600 - $157,804.25 37% $523,600
Married Filing Jointly
$0 $19,900 -------- 10% of taxable income -----------
$19,900 $81,050 $1,990.00 12% $19,900
$81,050 $172,750 $9,328.00 22% $81,050
$172,750 $329,850 $29,502.00 24% $172,750
$329,850 $418,850 $67,206.00 32% $329,850
$418,850 $628,300 $95,686.00 35% $418,850
$628,300 - $168,993.50 37% $628,300
The income tax brackets for Married Filing Separately are half of the 
amounts for Married Filing Jointly. The brackets for Heads of Households 
generally fall between the brackets for single and joint filers.

Trusts & Estates
$0 $2,650 -------- 10% of taxable income -----------
$2,650 $9,550 $265.00 24% $2,650
$9,550 $13,050 $1,921.00 35% $9,550
$13,050 - $3,146.00 37% $13,050
Kiddie tax: In 2021, the parent’s marginal tax rate is used for a dependent 
child’s unearned income over their deduction amount. 

IRAs & Qualified Plans
Contribution Limits
IRA or Roth IRA contribution limit $6,000
IRA or Roth IRA catch-up (age 50 or older) $1,000
Traditional IRA deduction phaseout
Participants in a retirement plan
Single $66,000 - $76,000
Married filing jointly $105,000 - $125,000
Married filing separately $0 - $10,000
Spousal IRA $198,000 - $208,000
Roth IRA phaseout
Single $125,000 - $140,000
Married filing jointly $198,000 - $208,000
Qualified Plans
Elective deferrals to  
401(k), 403(b), 457, and SARSEPs $19,500

Catch-up contribution (age 50 or older) $6,500
Defined contribution plan limit  
(Section 415(c)(1)(A)) $58,000

Defined benefit plan limit  
(Section 415(b)(1)(A)) $230,000

Capital Gains & Qualified Dividends
For 2021, rates are applied to taxable income levels:
Tax 
Rate

Single Married Filing Jointly Trusts & Estates

0% $0 - $40,400 $0 - $80,800 $0 - $2,700
15% $40,400 - $445,850 $80,800 - $501,600 $2,700 - $13,250
20% over $445,850 over $501,600 over $13,250
(Short-term capital gains are taxed at income tax rates)
Medicare contribution tax on investment income*: 3.8%

*Tax is applied to the lower of net investment income or modified adjusted 
gross income over certain thresholds ($250,000 joint filers/$200,000 
single/$13,250 Trusts and Estates).

Income Tax Deductions and Credits
Single $12,550
Married filing jointly $25,100
Head of household $18,800
Married filing separately $12,550
Child Tax Credit
Qualifying Child (Children under age 17) $2,000
Dependents not eligible for Qualifying Child $500
Single phase out begins at $200,000
Married filing jointly phase out begins at $400,000
Elderly (over age 65) or blind additional deduction
Single $1,700
Married $1,350

Collateral/Print Piece
CountryMax Winter Bird Guide

Winter 2021
17 store locations across New York State!

www.countrymax.com

A celebration of nature’s most 
beautiful backyard visitors!

Guide To Backyard Birds
About Us For over 35 years, CountryMax Stores have been your local community source for 
backyard bird enthusiasts of all shapes and sizes. Whether you’re looking for a specialty seed blend designed 

with seeds, feeders, and so much more. We’ve always been passionate about bringing this little slice of nature 
into your life, and now more than ever, we think that it’s a worthwhile pursuit. As our natural world changes 

beauty of backyard bird watching is around for many more generations to come. We’ve created this guide to 

has such an important part in uniting us all with the wild world around us.
-CountryMax Stores

About Us........................................................................................2
Why Feed Wild Birds.....................................................................3
Common Birds of New York State..................................................4
Common Birds of New York State (cont.).......................................5

Wild Bird Seed Quick Reference Chart.........................................7
All About Seeds.............................................................................8
All About Seeds (cont.)..................................................................9
Suet and Seed Cakes.................................................................. 10
Suet and Seed Cakes (cont.)....................................................... 11
Selecting the Right Feeder..........................................................12
Selecting the Right Feeder (cont.)...............................................13
Squirrels...Friend or Foe?............................................................14
Squirrels...Friend or Foe? (cont.).................................................15

Wildlife Visitors.............................................................................17
Wild Bird Seed Blends..................................................................18
Wild Bird Seed Blends (cont.).......................................................19
Wild Bird Seed Blends (cont.).......................................................20
Wild Bird Seed Blends (cont.).......................................................21
Our Staff Picks.............................................................................22
Our Staff Picks (cont.)..................................................................23
CountryMax Woodshop Feeders.................................................24
CountryMax Woodshop Feeders (cont.)......................................25

Money Saving Coupons...............................................................27

Why Feed Wild Birds?
Well, quite simply, because it’s fun, rewarding, and 

one of the most crucial aspects of a healthy, balanced 
ecosystem – spreading and pollinating seeds and berries, 
eating insects, providing food for natural predators, and 
so much more. 

Healthy bird populations have an impact that goes 
much deeper than being fun to look at out the window. 
Feeding wild birds gives them an opportunity to stabilize 
and normalize population levels that are challenged by 
other factors created by humans and predators. Wild birds 
use backyard feeders as supplements to their natural 
feeding behaviors, and turn to these sources when natural 
food is lacking due to weather, loss of habitat, or lack of 
native plant life. 

feeders and ample native plant life, you’re creating a 
habitat for wild birds that supports and encourages healthy 
population levels for literally hundreds of different species 

About Us........................................................................................2
Table of Contents

Guide to Backyard Birds: Winter 2021 | 32 | Guide to Backyard Birds: Winter 2021

17 store locations across New York State
and online at www.countrymax.com
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Collateral/Print Piece
CountryMax Canning Guide

Collateral/Print Piece
A Transformational Template to Advance ABM (First American Equipment Finance)

FA | EQUIP BROCHURE #1

FA | EQUIP BROCHURE #1

Summer 2021
18 store locations across New York State

CountryMax.com

Your Guide to Home 
Canning Success

Your Guide to Home 

Backyard Harvesting
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Real Easy Canned Tomatoes

Ingredients Essential Equipment

Step 2:
Peel Those 

Luscious Tomatoes
Pro tip

Step 4:
Can the Freshness

Step 6:
Label, Store and Share

Share your canned goods with friends 

Step 3:
Cook Your Tomatoes

for 5 minutes.

Step 1:
Prep Your Canning 

Equipment

Step 5:
Cool and Test Seals

test the seals.

Sauce, soup, chili, stew, salsa. There are so many ways to use diced tomatoes throughout the year.
But our growing season in Upstate New York is short. So can them! It's easier than you think.But our growing season in Upstate New York is short. So can them! It's easier than you think.

Step 2:
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Digital Marketing 
Choice Career Campaign: Putting the Recruit First (First American Equipment Finance)

Collateral/Print Piece
Value Report (Villa of Hope)
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Our 2030 Vision identifies HOW Villa of Hope will make a difference in our community.  We will transform the social foundations of our 
neighbors.  These social foundations relate to where we live, work, play, eat, learn and heal.  Villa of Hope is prepared to meet several of those 
needs for the life of our participants; from counseling starting at age 5 in our Behavioral Health Clinic, to our 853 Day School, to Adult 
Supported Employment and Care Coordination. Yes, we still serve youth; but we best serve our community by continuing to assist them 
throughout their lives.

Objectives:
1. Timely engagement in care
We believe that reducing the time between stages of an individual’s care is critical to success.  These reductions help prevent Emergency Room visits 
between stages, increase the number of Villa appointments kept and long term success of treatment.

o There are two critical measurements for entering treatment:
• Cycle time from referral to first appointment setting; and
• Cycle time from referral to first actual treatment 

Beginning July 2020, Villa of Hope has put in place a new data capturing process to gather the information needed for this objective.  
Further, we are investing in a new Electronic Medical Record (EMR) system so that we  can improve our data and workflow progress tracking 
towards best performance at this objective.

o Hope Place at Villa of Hope, open 3-9 p.m. daily, facilitates rapid appointment setting with Villa of Hope resources and referrals to 
services.  In the meantime, guests have the opportunity to  rest in a living-room style setting and talk to a Certified Peer Recovery Advocate – 
an experienced peer with a compassionate ear.  If Hope Place didn’t exist, many of our guests would be going to the Emergency Room either by 
choice or being dropped off  by law enforcement.  We are a diversion to the Emergency Room.  

    Hope Place opened in February 2020, just weeks before COVID-19 hit.  Our calls for help have skyrocketed.  As we enter a second quarter of 
operation, we hope to acquire longer-term data demonstrating trends in service:
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Giving individuals the dignity and self-
sufficiency that comes with work. We shape 

tomorrow’s workforce.  

We eliminate barriers to work 
including job readiness, life skills, 
wardrobe and transportation.  
Additionally, we offer coaching at 
the job site and trauma-informed 
supervision training to on-site personnel.

Villa of Hope School honors the unique 
lives, interests, talents, and strengths of 
students with social and emotional 

needs. We give kids and their 
future a fighting chance. 
In a therapeutic, accepting 
environment.  Students at risk of 
not graduating high school get back 
on track, and join their classmates to 
contribute to our 100% graduation rate.

We save lives. To meet community needs, 
we have expanded four times in four years. 

We serve nearly 1000 individuals. 
We provide person-centered therapy 

and aid to families struggling with 
addiction or mental health concerns.  
Through our integrated license we work 
on mental health and substance use 
issues concurrently with our patients to 
save time on the road to recovery.

Our programs help people build social and 
medical networks.  Our services prevent 

homelessness, overdoses and ER visits. 
We link to emergency supports, 

so that personal, family and basic 
household needs can be met. Often 
this means beds for families sleeping 
on floors, transportation to vital 
appointments, and access to our  
food pantry.

Workforce Development
 Serving teens and adults

Care Coordination
and Care Management: children and adults

Villa of Hope School
 Serving youth in grades 7 - 12

Behavioral Health Clinics 
Substance Use Disorders / Mental Health / Detox  

ECONOMIC STABILITY: EDUCATION:

STABLE FAMILY = STABLE COMMUNITY: ACCESS TO VITAL SERVICES:

                          Emergency
                         Room   

DIVERSIONS
27 811                                    visits

                                     at   

HOPE PLACE
or in guests’ homes

900                               referrals
                               for service
                               to other   
Villa programs or external
partners when needed

FIND OUT AT ACHOICECAREER.COM

A lot of questions go through your mind when you’re thinking about changing jobs. 
Some about your current position. And some about the place you might go.  

If you’ve decided it’s time to look for greener pastures, ask yourself if First American 
Equipment Finance could be what you’re looking for.  

First American is an environment that can reignite the fire inside, which may have cooled 
a bit in an unfulfilling career. We hire great people and let them do great things. We value 
independent thinkers and form them into incredibly strong teams. We provide both a 
paycheck and a purpose for hard-charging people who realize that both are necessary for  
a truly rewarding career. And we offer tremendous compensation and benefits to the people 
who have what it takes to work here.  

If you’re considering a change, then let’s start by answering those big questions above.  

ARE YOU RIGHT FOR US?   
ARE WE RIGHT FOR YOU?

How about both? 
First American Equipment Finance has never been a place for people who work only for a paycheck. That’s a job and it’s great for some. 
We’re something more. We’re the best place to work for people with more ambition, more curiosity, more tenacity, and more purpose. 

V I E W  O P E N  P O S I T I O N S

What we expect:
- You bring your A-game, every day 
- Candor, because it makes us better 
- Culture that comes from you, not us 
- We all learn from your valuable perspective

E X P L O R E  L I F E  A T  F I R S T  A M E R I C A N

What we offer:
- Truly unmatched benefits and compensation  
- A culture of empowerment 
- Big roles for meaningful impact 
- A dedication to diversity, equity, and inclusion 

We’re a team of driven people united by a common 
purpose—to be the best company to work for and the 
best company to work with. Achieving that starts by 
hiring the right people, but it doesn’t end there. We 
pride ourselves on earning long-term relationships—
and that applies to our team as much as our clients. 
First American isn’t the career choice for everyone. But 
if you want challenge and reward in equal measure, 
we might the right choice for you. Ready to apply?

LEARN ABOUT WORKING AT FIRST AMERICAN

What we do:
We’re an equipment finance company. From hospitals 
seeking new imaging equipment to schools revamping 
classroom technology, we finance important projects 
that impact businesses and communities.

LEARN MORE WITH EQUIPMENT F INANCE 101

A PAYCHECK? OR A PURPOSE?  

COMPLACENT? 
OR CURIOUS?
ACHOICECAREER.COM
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For Your

the CountryMax
Gift Guide

Holiday lifeHoliday life
14

The Gift of Green
Nothing brightens the holidays like natural 
green. Pick up your plants, wreaths and 
even trees at CountryMax. 

Great Ideas forGreat Ideas for
GardenersGardeners

Digital Marketing 
CountryMax Holiday Gift Guide

Digital Marketing 
CareStream Virtual NDT
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Direct Mail
Barasch & McGarry (Flynn)

Direct Mail
CountryMax Winter Bird Guide

Winter 2021
17 store locations across New York State!

www.countrymax.com

A celebration of nature’s most 
beautiful backyard visitors!

Guide To Backyard Birds

SUET TIP:
suet cakes are sold 
in case quantities at 

lower prices than 
individual cakes.

SUET TIP:
Rancid suet is bad

for the birds and your 
yard – discard any suet 
that gets overheated.

How do I provide suet? There are a variety of suet feeders,
typically called “cages," that are available in many forms – including attached
to seed feeders. These dual-purpose feeders are excellent for a variety of 
birds, but make sure to include some free-hanging suet feeders apart from 
your seed stations to allow birds that may be intimidated by the activity and 
aggressiveness of the birds actively eating at the seed feeders. It may be 
surprising, but hanging suet (and seed feeders) in different locations in your 
yard and at different heights will give you a wider variety of feathered visitors. 

Are there different kinds of suet?

like peanuts for woodpeckers, or mealworm cakes for bluebirds – but the reality is that most birds will 

When it comes to fun 
shapes, sizes, and mixes, 
suet isn’t the only game 

pressed together blocks 

Additions like mealworms, 
fruits, berries, and other 

Suet  What is it? (Do we want to know?) 
kinds of beef fat are also called suet and can safely be fed to birds.” Raw suet would melt immediately in warm weather, 

E.

F.

G.

H.

Why is it a smart choice 
to offer suet? Surprisingly, suet is one 
of the best things you can offer your backyard 
birds year-round, but especially in the winter. 
Suet is easily digested, metabolized, and 
provides an incredibly high energy source for 
birds that are actively foraging for food all day. 

winter don’t realize that they are missing what 
may be the single most valuable foodstuff for 
winter birds to thrive – don’t make that mistake 

How do I provide suet?

A.

B.

C.

D.

A. Backyard SuetsTM TM

B. Backyard SuetsTM TM

C. Backyard SuetsTM TM

D. Heath® ® Bluebird NuggetsTM #427054

Su
et 

an
d S
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es

Suet and Seed Cakes
When it comes to attracting and feeding backyard birds, no offering is complete without suet, seed cakes, and 

and the various feeders that come along with a wide selection will have you bringing in northern cardinals, tufted 

10 | Guide to Backyard Birds: Winter 2021 Guide to Backyard Birds: Winter 2021 | 11

Suet and Seed Cakes
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Direct Mail
ADMAR Golf Box 

Internal Communications & Influencer Marketing    
New Wave Energy – Buffalo Bills Quarterback Josh Allen (Brandmint)
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Internal Communications & Influencer Marketing  
The FAEF Formula (First American Equipment Finanace)

1. We are forever pursuing growth.

We aren't afraid to fail in the pursuit of innovation. 2.

We are a meritocracy. 3.

We are transparent, right down to our walls. 4.

We trust our people and empower them to lead.5.

We maintain an internal locus of control. 6.

We have a responsibility to our community.7.

We have the best people in the universe.8.

We strive to live our best lives, in and out of the office.9.

We are intentionally unconventional. 10.

1
We are forever 

pursuing growth.

Ready, Set, Go

Whether you are an intern or bring 20 years of experience, 
you have a seat at the table on day one. We empower 
colleagues to own big roles, lead initiatives, and generally 

Make. Stuff. Happen.

Market Research
Genuine Foods (29 Design)
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Market Research
Innovation Square (Brandmint)

Most Improved Tactic
The Secret’s Out… First American is no longer “Rochester’s Best Kept Secret”

IT STRATEGY 
FOR A NEW ERA 
OF BUSINESS
The past year accelerated digital 
transformation efforts out of necessity, 
but as we move into the post COVID-19 
future, businesses must think more 
strategically about their IT investments 
to achieve long-term success.

AEC firm leaders can leverage flexible 
financing and asset lifecycle solutions 
to get the tech they need today and 
drive innovation tomorrow. 
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Most Improved Tactic
Flynn Social Media

Most Improved Tactic
CountryMax Email Makeover 
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Most Improved Tactic
The Bonadio Group Construction Social Media Campaign

2021 
Contractors 
Compensation  
& Benefits Study

New York State

Albany | Batavia | Buffalo | Dallas | East Aurora | NY 

Metro Area | Rochester | Rutland | Syracuse | Utica

877.917.3077 | bonadio.com | 

FY21 Digital Campaign Mock-Ups: 2021 NYS Construction Compensation & Benefits Survey Display Ads

Frame 1

Frame 2

Organic & Paid Social Media
Choice Career Campaign: Putting the Recruit First (First American Equipment Finance)

How about both? 
First American Equipment Finance has never been a place for people who work only for a paycheck. That’s a job and it’s great for some. 
We’re something more. We’re the best place to work for people with more ambition, more curiosity, more tenacity, and more purpose. 

V I E W  O P E N  P O S I T I O N S

What we expect:
- You bring your A-game, every day 
- Candor, because it makes us better 
- Culture that comes from you, not us 
- We all learn from your valuable perspective

E X P L O R E  L I F E  A T  F I R S T  A M E R I C A N

What we offer:
- Truly unmatched benefits and compensation  
- A culture of empowerment 
- Big roles for meaningful impact 
- A dedication to diversity, equity, and inclusion 

We’re a team of driven people united by a common 
purpose—to be the best company to work for and the 
best company to work with. Achieving that starts by 
hiring the right people, but it doesn’t end there. We 
pride ourselves on earning long-term relationships—
and that applies to our team as much as our clients. 
First American isn’t the career choice for everyone. But 
if you want challenge and reward in equal measure, 
we might the right choice for you. Ready to apply?

LEARN ABOUT WORKING AT FIRST AMERICAN

What we do:
We’re an equipment finance company. From hospitals 
seeking new imaging equipment to schools revamping 
classroom technology, we finance important projects 
that impact businesses and communities.

LEARN MORE WITH EQUIPMENT F INANCE 101

A PAYCHECK? OR A PURPOSE?  

SOCIAL POSTS 1080X1080 / FROM EMPLOYEE - STATIC 

POST 1 

POST COPY 

How about both? First American Equipment 
Finance is looking for people who are great 
teammates and outstanding leaders. Because 
everyone here is both. If that’s you, come work 
with me. AChoiceCareer.com.

POST 2 

POST COPY  

There are a lot of good jobs out there. But take it 
from me, First American Equipment Finance is likely 
a better one. A truly trusting culture. Empowered 
teams. Awesome benefits. Even if you think you’re 
happy in your current job, give First American a 
look. AChoiceCareer.com.

POST 3 

POST COPY  

My company, First American Equipment Finance, is 
a unique place. Full of hard-driving professionals, we 
enjoy a culture that encourages giving back to the 
community we love. If you’re driven to succeed and 
to help others, First American might be just the place 
for you. AChoiceCareer.com.

POST 4 

POST COPY  

First American Equipment Finance hires people 
with tremendous potential and sets them in motion 
to get things done. The people here make all the 
difference, especially because they’re treated 
differently and empowered to succeed. Want to 
put your energy to good use? AChoiceCareer.com
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Organic & Paid Social Media Campaign
The Bonadio Group Construction 

Organic & Paid Social Media Campaign
Innovation Square (Brandmint)

FY21 Digital Campaign Mock-Ups: 2021 NYS Construction Compensation & Benefits Survey Display Ads

Frame 1

Frame 2
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Packaging
Brewery Ardennes (29 Design)

Organic & Paid Social Media Campaign
Advancing Dialysis (Flynn)
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Paid Search & Display
Quest Diagnostics (Flynn)

Packaging
Putting Education First (First American Equipment Finance)
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Paid Search & Display
New Wave Energy Keep it in the Pocket (Brandmint)

Paid Search & Display
Stockham Lumber: Lumber Shortage & Rising Prices (Brandmint)
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Product Launch
Game On, Presbyopia: CooperVision Introduces MyDay Multifocal (McDougall Communications)

Sample Creative ExecutionSample Creative Execution

Product Launch
FIFCO Labatt Good At Activation (Brandmint)
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Resiliency Award
FAEF: The First American Formula

Resiliency Award
Strategically Navigating the Challenges of COVID-19 for In-Person Events (Cerion Nanomaterials)

 

 

 
 

 

1. We are forever pursuing growth.

We aren't afraid to fail in the pursuit of innovation. 2.

We are a meritocracy. 3.

We are transparent, right down to our walls. 4.

We trust our people and empower them to lead.5.

We maintain an internal locus of control. 6.

We have a responsibility to our community.7.

We have the best people in the universe.8.

We strive to live our best lives, in and out of the office.9.

We are intentionally unconventional. 10.

What does Formula #1 mean to you?

How does the FAEF Formula contribute to First American's success? 

YOU HAVE: FORMULA 1
We are forever pursuing growth.

The FAEF Formula defines who we are and the culture we've worked hard to create.
Answer the questions below and discuss with your table. Be prepared to share! 
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Resiliency Award
CountryMax Return to Live Events

Resiliency Award
Helping America See Tomorrow (McDougall Communications)

Webinar eBlast Creative

Webinar Paid & Owned Creative
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Small Budget Campaign
Dental Panel Discussion Series (First American Equipment Finance)

Small Budget Campaign
Together Forward: Leveraging Content to Reach Stakeholders During Difficult Times (The Bonadio Group)

Annual Report 

Fiscal Year 2021

bonadio.com

Together Forward

4 Introduction The Bonadio Group Introduction 5The Bonadio Group

Core Services 

Accounting & Audit

Our team of trusted accounting and audit 

experts work to keep you moving forward  

with the critical information you need to  

make informed decisions. 

Tax

Keep more of the money you earn by taking 

advantage of all the tax-savings opportunities 

available to you and your business.

Small Business Advisory

We understand the pressures you face as a small 

business. Your Bonadio team has the experience 

and expertise to keep you on track today and 

prepare you for the future.

Outsource Accounting  
& Finance

Combining best-in-class technology, data 

analytics and cost efficiency, we deliver a 

scalable accounting and financial solution 

designed for the way you work—all based  

on a stable platform for future growth.

Information Risk Management

In today’s ever-changing business landscape, 

risk management and cybersecurity are more 

important than ever before. Our experts can  

help you safeguard critical information. 

Fraud & Forensics

We help our clients remain on the cutting edge 

of emerging trends of fraud prevention and 

regulatory issues so that they can uncover and 

evaluate potential risks.

Wealth Management

There’s more to your financial life than tax 

planning and preparation. We have a specialized 

team focused on helping our clients find ways to 

grow and protect their assets.

Consulting & More

Our clients look to us as trusted, strategic partners 

who have a deep knowledge of their businesses 

and their priorities. Think of us as an extension of 

your team.

What 
We Do

01 Accounting & Audit

02 Tax

03 Small Business Advisory

04 Outsource Accounting & Finance

05 Information Risk Management

06 Fraud & Forensics

07 Wealth Management

08 Consulting & More

We deliver a full spectrum of services curated to meet your 
unique needs. We always go the extra mile and embrace a 
forward-thinking approach in developing unique solutions 
that solve our clients' toughest business challenges.
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Small Budget Campaign
Innovation Square Lease Up (Brandmint)

Small Budget Campaign
Bayou Burnin’ Buffalo Hot Sauce (Coast Professional Inc.)
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Small Business Campaign
RTMA/Soucier Design, Caleb Parker Cinema, Causewave Finger Lakes Youth Apprenticeship Program

Small Business Campaign
The Green Cow Reopening (29 Design Studio)

FIND YOUR FIT 
IN ADVANCED MANUFACTURING

FIND YOUR FIT 
IN ADVANCED MANUFACTURING

 

 

fingerlakesyouthapprenticeship.org 

 

 

fingerlakesyouthapprenticeship.org 

If you’re interested in setting yourself up for a successful career in 
a field where you can start strong and go far, but aren’t exactly sure 
what that  looks like yet — the Finger Lakes Youth Apprenticeship 
Program is for you.

Our program adds to your high school’s curriculum with critical on-the-
job training provided by a local employer, to give you the experience 
and insight you need to make important life decisions. 

You’ll learn the skills needed to secure jobs that have high-demand 
while earning a paycheck in a safe, secure environment.

Learn more at FingerLakesYouthApprenticeship.org where you 
can explore the many paths to a job in the trades and apply for a spot 
in the program.

START BUILDING  
YOUR FUTURE, TODAY.
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Small Business Campaign
Innovation Square Conversion Campaign (Brandmint)

Small Business Campaign
Rubino’s & Stoneyard Cannoli Cream Ale (Rubino’s Italian Foods)
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Small Business Campaign
Alerting the World to MADE: Mask-Associated Dry Eye (McDougall Communications)

Special Event
Dental Panel Discussion Series (First American Equipment Finance)

MADE Infographic In Development

CONFIDENTIAL – PINNACLE JUDGING USE ONLY – NOT FOR REDISTRIBUTION

ADSO’s “Boldly Evolving Dentistry” 
KEY TAKEAWAYS
ADSO’s recent virtual conference, “Boldly Evolving Dentistry,” covered several topics weighing on the 

minds—and pocketbooks—of those in the industry, including new staffing models emerging from the 

pandemic and a calculated shift toward dentistry as part of an integrated healthcare model. Here are 

three of our favorite takeaways. 

“

PARTNERSHIPS & AFFLIATIONS
KEY TAKEAWAYS

Recently, First American Equipment Finance hosted a panel discussion on partnerships and affiliations in the 
Dental industry. Leading the discussion were Ray Caruso, CEO of Colorado’s Lone Peak Dental Group; David 
Pegg, Chief Development Officer of Dental Care Alliance; and George Radigan, VP of Business Development 
for North American Dental Group. Discussion topics included how to “hit” 2021 targets; valuation trends; 
maximizing multiples; and selecting new markets. Below are key takeaways from these topics.
 
How to reach 2021 goals

After COVID sidelined many growth plans as well as kept patients away from practices last year, participants 
were eager to learn strategies for reaching 2021 goals, many of which already are scaled back due to the 
industry’s slow reopening pace. However, in the past month, as more Americans become vaccinated and 
businesses open, practices are seeing increased patient volumes, which in turn is spurring revenue to begin 
trending above expectations. Below are some of the strategies to help make 2021 a winning year:

• Offer “value-add” services that private practices don’t think about or view as too much work.
• Use marketing smarts to bolster a practice’s digital presence, which often translates to higher patient 

numbers.
• Streamline procurement spend through supply formularies and labs, equipment deals, deals with healthcare 

providers, and other group discount items.
• Build playbooks to improve implementation.
• Set realistic, obtainable budgets.
• Spend time listening to doctors, hygienists, etc. from the practice. They know better than anyone at the 

table where future opportunities lie.
• Be ready to pay market rate salaries but beware if they seem out of alignment.
• Make sure everyone is aligned on “big picture” topics such as mission, values, and culture.
• When adding a practice, try not to “reinvent the wheel” in terms of budgets or procedures.  The reason you 

were interested in the practice in the first place is that it already seems successful. 
• Finally, always remember that your customers are doctors and their customers are patients. When DSOs 

do right by their doctors, their doctors in turn will do right by their patients.

www.faef.com/dental

DENTAL PANEL SERIES
HOSTED BY
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fInalists
Special Event
CountryMax Halloween Pet Costume Contest

Special Event
WCO Virtual Event on Myopia Management (McDougall Communications)

• High-level	Actions:
• Pre-event

• Provide	supervisory	counsel	to	WCO	as	client	prepares	event	(e.g.,	theme,	
outline,	sourcing	participants,	etc.)

• Draft	earned	and	paid	media	plan
• Draft	&	edit	release

• 2	rounds	of	edits
• Release	approvals	– WCO	and	CVI

• Release	translations
• Draft	video	script/vendor	research	and	coordination
• Draft	blog	posts
• Draft	member	communications*
• Draft	note/package	for	external	stakeholder	distribution
• Draft	social	media
• Posts	publish	on	blog	following	schedule	– push	to	email	distribution
• Release	goes	live	in	newsroom
• Release	distributed	to	global	media
• Social	media	goes	live	and	continues	during	and	post-event
• Draft	registration	reminder	emails	and	send

• During	event
• Media	coordination

• Post-event
• Draft	&	edit	blog	posts	– push	to	email	distribution
• Posts	publish	on	blog	following	schedule

Component	#7:	Virtual	Event	(JOINT)

16

Encourage registration

Details (themes, keynotes, sponsor); registration information

Pre-event Series: 1. Why members/ECPs should attend; 2. 
Interview with keynote; 3. TBD

Post-event Series: 1. Overview; 2. Focus on something 
interesting - TBD

Share release, blog and video

Ads promoting event in key publications & social

Announce details of the virtual event to encourage registration via an integrated campaign that includes a news release, blog series, video, paid media and social media amplification.

Standard of Care to Treat 
Myopia Progression

Prepared	by	McDougall	Communications
February	2021

Public Relations Action Plan
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fInalists
Tradeshow Marketing
Strategically Navigating the Challenges of COVID-19 for In-Person Events (Cerion Nanomaterials

Tradeshow Marketing
CareStream Virtual NDT
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fInalists
Tradeshow Marketing
Adaptec Solutions/Forge Fair

TV & Radio Commercials
Canandaigua National Bank & Trust Wealth Management “A New Picture” (Flynn)
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fInalists
TV & Radio Commercials
New Wave Energy Pizza Chef (Brandmint) 

TV & Radio Commercials
New Wave Energy (Brandmint) 
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fInalists
Video
YMCA Client Video (First American Equipment Finance)

Video
RTMA/Soucier Design, Caleb Parker Cinema, Causewave Finger Lakes Youth Apprenticeship Program
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fInalists
Video
Rachel’s Success (Villa of Hope)

Video
Adaptec Solutions/Case Farms 

Packaging Fresh Chicken 
through Automation Increases 
Productivity and Profitability 
for Chicken Producer
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fInalists
Video
Dick’s House of Sport Teaser Video (Flynn)

Website
Makeway Website
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fInalists
Website
Plum Life Website (Flynn)

Website
ITX  Website
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fInalists
Website
Empowering People’s Independence Website

Website
Forsythe Jewelers Site (Brandmint)

52
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fInalists
Website
The Strong Museum: museumofplay.org
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Thank you

Beth VanVliet 
Past President/Vice President 

Nikki Nisbet 
President

Pete Barilla 
Treasurer 

Adrianna Switzer 
Secretary

Desiree Chackal 
VP Membership

Tracy Gay 
VP Pinnacle Awards  

Rose Cooper 
VP Programming

Laura Meyers 
VP Communications & PR/Secretary

AMA | Rochester Board of Directors
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Maureen Lenehan 
VP Research & Insights  

Bob Burch 
VP, Media Strategy & Analytics

Chris Stocking 
VP, Content Strategy and Engagement

Diana Valenti 
VP, UX and Technology

Thank You For Attending the 2022 Pinnacle Awards

Want to get Involved? 
Visit us at ama-rochester.org and let us know how we can plug you in. 

Program design by David Wilson and updated by IDU Creative Services.

Special Thanks to  
Brian Rapp and Tamara VanNostrand for all of 
their support as key volunteers throughout the 
year  – we couldn’t do it without you!
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Rochester’s  
Premier 
Comedy  

Club!
Featuring today’s  
A-list comedians!

• Corporate events,  
holiday parties  

& fundraisers 

• Two spacious  
  smoorwohs

• State of the art  
sound and  

video system

• Over 2,000  
parking spaces

www.carlsoncomedy.com

Follow us at: 50 Carlson Rd.
Rochester, NY 14610
(585) 4COMEDY
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SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!

Visit ama-rochester.org
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Rochester
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